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Abstract— We report a localization method that does not
rely on the perception and recognition of landmarks for a
robot/vehicle traveling in urban area. This is intended to be a
fall back solution when everything else fails due to bad weather
or other environmental challenges. The method is also very
low cost and does not require intensive computation. Named
as proprioceptive localization assisted by magnetoreception
(PLAM), it employs a gyroscope and a compass to sense
heading changes and matches the heading sequence with a
pre-processed heading graph to localize the robot. We track the
sensory and map uncertainties and model them in the process to
formulate a sequential Bayesian estimation problem framework.
Not all cases can be successful because degenerated maps
may consist of rectangular grid-like streets and the robot may
travel in a loop. To analyze these, we use information entropy
to model map characteristics and perform both simulation
and experiments to find out typical heading and information
entropy requirements for localization. We have implemented
our algorithm and tested it with both simulated and physical
experiments. The results have confirmed that PLAM can
localize vehicles on the map for non-degenerated cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are interested in developing a minimalist and robust
localization method for a robot/vehicle traveling in urban
area. We want our localization method to be immune to
environment challenges such as bad weather and poor illu-
mination conditions. Imagining a vehicle driving in a stormy
or foggy night, no other sensors would work. As a fall
back solution, we do not want to rely on the perception and
recognition of landmarks from exteroceptive sensors such as
a lidar or a camera. We consider it as a low-cost alternative to
existing localization methods and the global positioning sys-
tem (GPS), because GPS signals may be obstructed by high-
rise buildings in urban area. We only employ a gyroscope and
a compass. We name our localization method proprioceptive
localization assisted by magnetoreception (PLAM). Fig. 1
illustrates PLAM method which requires a prior urban map.
We pre-process the prior map into a heading graph (HG)
which is a new data structure capturing heading changes from
one segment of road to adjacent segments. During the trav-
eling, we process gyroscope and compass readings to obtain
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Fig. 1. An illustration of PLAM method: inputs include (a) a prior urban
map and (b) heading changes computed from the gyroscope and the compass
on-board the vehicle. The candidate locations (in green dot shown in (c))
gradually converge to one location shown in (d) as more observations of
heading changes arrive.

a heading change sequence (see Fig. 1(b)). At the beginning,
we often have many candidate solutions (see Fig. 1(c)). We
track the sensory and map uncertainties and model them in
the process to formulate a sequential Bayesian estimation
problem framework for PLAM. As the vehicle travels, the
heading sequence grows, the number of candidates reduces
and the Bayesian probability distribution converges to one
solution (see Fig. 1(d)) for most cases. Not all cases can be
successful because there exist degenerated maps consisting
of rectangular grid streets and the vehicle may travel in
a loop. To analyze these, we employ information entropy
to model map characteristics and perform both simulation
and physical experiments to identify typical heading and
information entropy requirements for localization.

We have implemented the PLAM algorithm and tested
it using both our own collected data and an open dataset.
The algorithm runs successfully and the information entropy
analysis results are consistent between simulation and physi-
cal experiments. The results have confirmed that PLAM can
localize vehicles on the map for non-degenerated cases.

II. RELATED WORK

Most localization methods employs exteroceptive sensors
such as a camera [1]–[3], lidar [4]–[6], and GPS receiver [7],
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[8]. Exteroceptive sensors are susceptible to environmental
changes and signal variations and are often used in combina-
tion with proprioceptive sensors such as inertial measurement
units (IMU) [9], [10] or wheel encoders [11]. Mostly a
proprioceptive method, PLAM attempts to provide a fall back
localization solution when everything else fails due to bad
weather or poor visibility conditions. Our method uses the
magnetometer and gyroscopic readings which are subject
to bias and calibration issues. Sensor bias estimation and
calibration is a well-studied area [12], [13]. In this work, we
assume sensors have been calibrated before usage.

Due to its reliance on angle measurements, PLAM is
related to bearing-based localization. Bearing-based local-
ization relies on observing the bearing towards landmarks
to localize the client. Many rely on fixed landmarks with
known locations. The robot localizes itself by measuring
the bearings to a sufficient number of landmarks through
triangulation [14]–[16]. Most bearing-based localizations are
still exteroceptive sensing. Our method employs the headings
of the robot without observing or recognizing landmarks.

PLAM needs a prior map to provide reference for match-
ing with a heading sequence. Map-based localization is a
common approach in robotics [17]–[21]. A map of the
environment is a representation of objects and locations. The
representation can be classified into two types: the location-
based and the feature-based [22]. The location-based maps
consist of a list of objects, where each object corresponds
to a specific location. Existing geographic maps such as
OpenStreetMaps™ (OSM) [23] and Google Maps [24] are
indexed by longitude and latitude can be viewed as location-
based maps. In the feature-based maps, each object is a
feature of interest with its location. Visual features such as
ORB [25] are often used for constructing the feature-based
maps for visual simultaneous localization and mapping. Our
approach extracts heading graphs out of geographic maps
and actually converts a location-based map to a feature-based
map for localization purposes.

Closely-related works include [21], [26] which focus on
position correction with orientation changes but they still
depend on camera inputs for motion estimation. As an
independent work, Funke et al. [27] propose a localization
algorithm using electronic compass readings, which is repre-
sented as path shapes for matching. They introduce a special
data structure to store all possible shortest paths in the map
to transfer the map matching problem to a pattern search
in texts. The data structure requires a large space storage
and has the limitation that not all possible paths can be
found (only shortest paths). Moreover, the data structure
only allows pattern search if the impression of electronic
compass readings is within a fixed range. Their approach
relies on global trajectory matching and assumes constant
velocity while our method can be viewed as feature-based
matching without velocity constraints. Moreover, compass
alone is not very reliable due to frequent electromagnetic
interference. We combine a gyroscope with a digital compass
and monitor their uncertainties in the localization process,
which improves robustness.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A robot or vehicle equipped with a gyroscope and a digital
compass navigates in an area with a given prior map, e.g.
OSM. We have the following assumptions:

a.1 The robot only performs forward motion during the
localization process.

a.2 The gyroscope and the compass are co-located, pre-
calibrated, and fixed inside the robot.

As part of the input of the problem, a prior road map
consisting of a set of roads with GPS way points are required.
The typical distance between adjacent way points is around
20m. Gyroscope and compass readings are time-stamped
and synchronized. We denote the sampling intervals of
gyroscope and compass readings by τω and τφ , respectively.
A gyroscope often has a higher sampling frequency than that
of a compass and thus we have τφ = cω τω where cω ≥ 1.
Common notations are defined as follows,
• Mp := {xm = [xm,ym]

T|m ∈M } ⊂ R2 represents the
prior road map which is a set of GPS positions where
M is the position index set.

• R = {Rir |ir ∈ Ir} represent roads on Mp where Ir is
the road index set. Each Rir := {xm = [xm,ym]

T|m ∈
R(ir)} is a set of ordered GPS positions where R(ir)
collects all indexes of positions on Rir . Rir ⊂Mp.

• ω0:t ∈R3 denotes gyroscope angular velocities readings
up to time t.

• φ0:tφ ∈R denotes electronic compass readings up to time
t. Note that ω0:t contains more entries than φ0:tφ due to
the higher sampling frequency.

The PLAM problem is defined as follows.

Problem 1. GivenMp, R, ω0:t and φ0:tφ , localize the robot
after its heading changes.

It is worth noting that we can localize the robot only
when the robot changes its heading. This is an intermittent
localization. Also, the localization accuracy is determined by
map accuracy.

IV. PLAM MODELING AND DESIGN

Our algorithm contains three main blocks: 1) Heading
graph (HG) construction where we estimate road curvature
changes to capture orientation change and construct an HG.
2) Query sequence generation, where we estimate heading
orientation using gyroscope and compass readings to capture
orientation change to generate a query sequence. 3) Location
inference, where we match the query sequence with the HG
to find the current location of the vehicle. We begin with HG
construction.
A. HG Construction

The prior road mapMp cannot be directly used for local-
ization purposes. We pre-process Mp to construct an HG to
facilitate heading matchings. We use Fig. 2 as an example.
Fig. 2(a) is the blowup view of the prior road map showing
GPS 2D positions in black dots and road intersections in
circles. We denote the set of road intersections by Ix. We
denote the HG by Mh = {Vh,Eh} where Vh is the vertex
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Fig. 2. HG construction. (a) A prior road map: two bidirectional roads
with 2D GPS coordinates represented by dots and road connectivities shown
in circles. (b) Overlay of edges and vertices for gray roads in (a). We use
·/· to represent a bi-directional road. Vertices are shown in gray and edges
are in blue. (c) Constructed HG, where vertices with dotted lines have zero
length. (Best viewed in color.)

set and Eh and is the edge set. A vertex vi ∈ Vh represents a
straight and continuous road segment with neither orientation
changes nor intersections. An edge ei,i′ ∈ Eh characterizes
the orientation change between the connected two vertices
vi and vi′ . Mh is a directed graph (see Fig. 2(c)). Mh have
two types of edges: road intersections and curve segments;
and two types of vertices: long straight segment vertices
and short transitional segment vertices. The long straight
segment vertices are used for heading matching later. The
short transitional segment vertices are often formed between
curve segments or curved roads entering intersections. See
Fig. 2(b) for examples.

1) Road Segmentation Based on Curvature Estimation:
To buildMh, we first split each roadRir at road intersections
and then further segment it into two types of segments to
capture orientation changes: straight segments and curved
segments. Fig. 2(b) shows an example.

We consider a complex road can be approximated with
straight and curve segments by jointing short segments
together. To find straight segments and curve segments, we
identify the locations when the road curvature sign changes.
Thus we approximate the road curve by a circular arc where
its curvature is defined to be the reciprocal of radius as
illustrated in Fig. 2(b). For each xm ∈ Rir , the set of its
neighboring points are Nxm = {xm′ = [xm′ ,ym′ ]

T|m−2≤m′ ≤
m+2}, where xm′ ∈Rir . For xm with insufficient neighboring
points, we take it as straight segment and thus assign zero
curvature. We estimate the circle using all xm′ ∈ Nxm . The
circle equation is written by (xm′−xc,m)

2+(ym′−yc,m)
2 = r2

m
with center at xc,m = [xc,m,yc,m]

T and radius rm. We represent
the circle equation using matrix form by

x̃Tm′Qmx̃m′ = 0,∀xm′ ∈Nxm , (1)

where x̃m′ = [xm′ ,ym′ ,1]T and Qm =

 1 0 −xc,m
0 1 −yc,m
−xc,m−yc,m r2

m

. By

using all measurements xm′ , we estimate xc,m and rm by
minimizing

[xTc,m,rm] = arg min
xc,m,rm

∑
xm′∈Xm

x̃Tm′Qmx̃m′ . (2)

The curvature of a circle is 1
rm

. Straight lines can be con-
sidered as the degenerate case of circles with infinite radius.
To avoid ill-condition for solving (2), we first check if the
points fit a line well. If not, we apply (2). To segment a road
by the sign of road curvature, we define the label function
l(m) for xm:

l(m) =


0, 1

rm
≤ τκ (on a straight segment),

1, 1
rm

> τκ and 〈xm−xc,m,n〉> 0 (positive curvature),
−1, otherwise (negative curvature),

(3)

where τκ is a thresholding parameter used to classify curve
segment and straight segments, the symbol 〈·, ·〉 represents
the inner product between vectors, and n = [0,1]T is the unit
vector of the geographic north direction.

After assigning the label value using l(m) for all xm ∈
Rir , the segmentation of Rir takes place at road intersections
(xm ∈ Ix) and positions where l(m) 6= l(m− 1). We denote
the segments of Rir by {Rir ,s|s ∈ S(ir)} where S(ir) is the
index set of segmented Rir .

2) HG Vertex Orientation Estimation: With all roads seg-
mented, we compute orientation for vertices corresponding to
those long straight road segments. Each vertex contains the
following information vi = {θi,xi,s,xi,e}, where orientation
θi ∈ (−π,π] is the angle between the geographic north and
the orientation of the road segment, xi,s = [xi,s,yi,s]

T is the
starting position, and xi,e = [xi,e,yi,e]

T is the ending position
of the road segment. Note that θi also depends on vehicle
traveling direction and hence Mh is a directed graph. We
only perform orientation estimation if ‖xi,s−xi,e‖> tl where
tl is the threshold for road segment length. Only long road
segments will be used in localization which defines vertex
subset Vh,l ⊂ Vh corresponding to long straight segments.

We use all 2D positions on the segment to form Xi =
[xTi,s, · · · ,xTi,e]T and compute θi. Given Xi, we fit the positions
using the linear model y = a1x+ a0 where a1 and a0 are
the parameters. Using least squares estimation, the estimated
parameter is h(Xi) = [a1,a0]

T = (ATA)
−1ATb, where A =[

1 , · · · , 1
xi,s , · · · ,xi,e

]T
and b = [yi,s, · · · ,yi,e]

T. We denote the esti-

mated xi,s and xi,e by x̂i,s and x̂i,e, where x̂i,s = [xi,s,a1xi,s +
a0]

T and x̂i,e = [xi,e,a1xi,e +a0]
T. We compute θi by

θi = fθ (Xi) = atan2
(
〈

x̂i,e− x̂i,s

||x̂i,e− x̂i,s||
,n〉
)
. (4)

Through derivation, we rewrite 〈
x̂i,e− x̂i,s

||x̂i,e− x̂i,s||
,n〉 =

g([a1,a0]
T) = |a1|

a2
1+1

.

The GPS errors in each entry of Xi affects the accuracy
of θi. We can derive the distribution of θi since GPS errors
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Fig. 3. (a) Heading estimation by fusing gyroscope and compass readings.
Blue line shows raw compass readings, orange line shows result using
gyroscope only and red line shows result using gyroscope and with compass
readings. (b) Query representations. Black line is estimated orientation using
EKF, blue vertical lines are indices where gyroscope data are segmented,
red lines mark out stable heading segments with no orientation changes.

can be modeled as Gaussian distribution. We assume GPS
measurement noise to be uncorrelated because GPS points
from map do not necessarily coming from the same time
series. From the first order approximation of error propaga-
tion [28], the variance of θi in (4) is σ2

θi
= Jθ Σθ JT

θ
, where

Jθ = ∂ fθ
∂Xi

= ∂ fθ
∂g

∂g
∂h

∂h
∂Xi

and Σθ = σ2
g I given the GPS measure-

ment variance σ2
g . According to [1], typical consumer grade

navigation systems offer positional accuracy of around 10m.
The distribution of θi that characterizes its uncertainty is

θi ∼N (µθi ,σ
2
θi
). (5)

B. Query Sequence Generation

Gyroscope readings ω0:t and compass readings φ0:tφ can
help us extract orientation and construct a query heading
sequence Qt . To improve the robustness, we only keep
headings when the vehicle is traveling on long and straight
road segments. This means the headings should be stable and
constant in a long stretch of travel time. To obtain the query
sequence: (1) we first utilize an EKF-based approach using
ω0:t and φ0:tφ to estimate heading, (2) sequence segmentation
to obtain stable orientations, and (3) remove headings that
do not correspond to long and straight road segments.

1) Heading Orientation Estimation: Given ω0:t and φ0:tφ ,
we employ an EKF-based approach to estimate heading
orientation [29]–[31]. Body frame {B} is gyroscope body
frame, and the fixed inertial coordinate system {I} shares
origin with {B} at the initial pose. Its Z axis is verti-
cal and points upward. Frame {I}’s X and Y plane is a
horizontal plane parallel to the ground plane with Y axis
pointing to magnetic north direction. Both frames are right
hand coordinate systems. The orientation of the device is
represented by three Euler angles Θ := [α,β ,γ]T in X-Y -Z
order representing roll, pitch, and yaw angles. In the state
representation, we denote state vector by Θ

I(t) being its
discrete format and superscripts indicate in which frame the
vector is defined. The transformation from {I} to {B} is
the Z-Y -X ordered Euler angle rotation. The state transition
equations for ω0:t are described as follows:

Θ̇
I = I

BE(ω)+ cγ , (6)

where cγ = [0 0 φ0]
T is the initial orientation determined

by φ0 and I
BE =

 1 sinα tanβ cosα tanβ

0 cosα −sinα

0 sinα/cosβ cosα/cosβ

 is the rotation rate

matrix from {B} and {I}. We take φ0:tφ as observations of γ

values in EKF model when compass readings are available:

γ(t) = φ(t), (7)

where t = cω tφ .
Since compass readings may be polluted by nearby elec-

trical devices or materials, we can recognize faulty readings
by cross-validating with IMU reading and not using them
as EKF observations. From the coordinate definition, the
heading is γ in {I} and is denoted by γ0:t . As an example,
Fig. 3(a) shows φ0:tφ in blue, estimated heading orientation
result using only ω0:t in orange, and γ0:t in red.

2) Stable Heading Sequence Generation: To capture the
trend of orientation change of γ0:t , we detect change points of
γ0:t and segment data into a set of non-overlapping, consec-
utive segments. We employ the sliding window algorithm
[32] to segment γ0:t . The sliding window starts from the
time at γ0 which is the anchor point of potential segment
and the segment is grown if the error of line-fitting data
segments [33] does not exceed error bound. This filtering
can help smooth out the situation when vehicles change
lanes on a long and straight roads. Until some time t ′, the
error is greater than the threshold, the subsequence from the
anchor to t ′−1 is transformed into a segment. The process
repeats until the entire sequence is covered. To generate the
query sequence, we extract segments with absolute slope
smaller than 10−4 and obtain the segmentation indices for
the sequence (e.g. blue lines in Fig. 3(b)). Red horizontal
segments are candidate stable headings, which are obtained
by apply the indices to the original γ0:t from EKF.

3) Remove False Positive Segments: We want to extract
headings corresponding to the time when the vehicle is driv-
ing along a long and straight road segments. However, the
stable headings may be caused by vehicle stopping at curved
roads or slowing driving over a short distance which creates
false positives. At the same time, we should allow the vehicle
to stop or change speed while traveling along long and
straight roads to accommodate different traffic conditions.
We can filter false positive segments by observing the zero-
crossing properties of angular speed. If the vehicle stops or
slows down before resuming its speed, the beginning and the
ending moments of the angular velocities are determined by
the road curvature and its traveling speed. For curved road,
the angular velocity starts from a non-zero value and reaches
zero or a very small value during stopping or slow driving.
If the road is straight, the angular velocity remains close to
zero at all time. Of course, there may be occasional noises
caused by vehicle suspension during stop and go but they can
be filtered out using low pass filters. Hence we can remove
false positive segments and obtain the set of query sequence
by Θq = {Θq,k|k = 1, · · · ,n} where k is query data index,
n is the cardinality, and each subset Θq,k corresponding to
continuous observations from EKF for a stable segment (e.g.
a red segment in Fig. 3(b)).



C. Location Inference

Given Θq, we search for the best matching robot trajectory
as a sequence of vertices in Mh.

1) Sequence Matching: We start with sequence matching.
Given Θq = {Θq,k|k = 1, · · · ,n}, let us denote the orientation
of vertices inMh by Θh = {θk|k = 1, · · · ,n} correspondingly.
We define θq,k as the sample mean orientation of segment
Θq,k which contains nθq,k observations of random variable
θq,k. θq,k has a variance of σ2

θq,k
obtained from EKF. We

denote the mean vector of Θq by µΘq = [µθq,1 , · · · ,µθq,n ] and
the mean vector of Θh by µΘh = [µθ1 , · · · ,µθn ]. Due to inde-
pendence in sensor noises and the mean difference between
two normal distributions follows Student’s t-distribution, the
matching probability between Θq and Θh is

P(µΘq = µΘh |Θq,Θh) =
n

∏
k=1

P(µθq,k = µθk |Θq,k,θk) (8)

∝

n

∏
k=1

fT (t(θk,θq,k)), (9)

where fT (t(θk,θq,k)) is the probability density function of
Student’s t-distribution, and

t(θk,θq,k) =
θk−θq,k√

σ2
θk
+σ2

θq,k
/nθq,k

. (10)

According to (8), sequence matching is considered as
multiple pair matching. For each pair (θk,θq,k), it is a
hypothesis testing with

H0 : µθq,k = µθk (11)

H1 : otherwise (12)

Hypothesis H0 can be tested with significance level 1−α

where α is a small probability. Since this is a two-tailed
distribution, we choose tα/2,ν as the t statistic that has a
cumulative probability of (1− α

2 ) where ν is the degree of
freedom. That is, P(t > tα/2) = α/2. Thus we reject H0 if

|t(θk,θq,k)|> tα/2,ν . (13)

This hypothesis test serves as a building block of the
localization scheme. By sequentially applying the hypothesis
on each corresponding pair (µθq,k ,µθk ) from Θq and Θh, we
can determine whether Θh represents the actual trajectory
and hences the vehicle location is obtained.

2) Localization Scheme and Analysis: The remaining
problem is whether this sequence of hypothesis would con-
verge to the true trajectory. Let us define binary event Ck = 1
if the node k in Θh is the actual location, and binary event
Bk = 1 if µθq,k = µθk is true. With these definitions, candidate
set Θh represents the true trajectory is the joint event of
C1C2 · · ·Cn = 1. Let nv = |Vh,l | be the cardinality of Vh,l and
nb be the expected number of neighbors for each vertex.
However, we do not know C1C2 · · ·Cn. We only know the
joint event B1B2 · · ·Bn by performing the sequence matching.

To facilitate our analysis, we assume there are kd levels
of distinguishable discrete headings in the [0,2π) and each

vertex heading takes a heading value with an equal proba-
bility of 1/kd . This is a very rudimentary way to describe
map/trajectory property. We know nv� kd ≥ nb is generally
true for most maps. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The conditional probability that Θh is the true
matching sequence given that Θq matches Θh is,

P(C1C2 · · ·Cn|B1B2 · · ·Bn) =
(1−α)kd

nv

[
(1−α)

kd

nb

]n−1

(14)
Proof: Apply Bayesian equation, we have

P(C1C2 · · ·Cn|B1B2 · · ·Bn) =

P(B1B2 · · ·Bn|C1C2 · · ·Cn)P(C1C2 · · ·Cn)

P(B1B2 · · ·Bn)
. (15)

Note that P(B1B2 · · ·Bn|C1C2 · · ·Cn) is the conditional prob-
ability that a correct matched sequence survive n hypothesis
tests for each corresponding pair (µθq,k ,µθk). Since, these
tests are independent due to independent sensor noises, we
have

P(B1B2 · · ·Bn|C1C2 · · ·Cn) = (1−α)n. (16)

Joint probability P(C1C2 · · ·Cn) refers to the unconditional
probability of being correct locations. We know that P(C1) =
1/nv given there are nv possible solutions. Then

P(C1C2) = P(C2|C1)P(C1) =
1
nb

1
nv

because C2 can only be chosen from neighbors of C1.
Extending this process by induction, we have

P(C1C2 · · ·Cn) =
1

nn−1
b

1
nv

(17)

Since each node has equal and independent probability of
being one of kd readings, we have P(Bk) = 1/kd for k =
1, · · · ,n, we have,

P(B1B2 · · ·Bn) =
1
kn

d
. (18)

Plugging (16), (17), and (18) into (15), we obtain the lemma.

Remark 1. Lemma 1 reveals important results about when
the localization scheme works and how efficient it would be.
If P(C1C2 · · ·Cn|B1B2 · · ·Bn) increases as n increases, then
the algorithm would eventually find the correct location. The
rate of increase determines localization speed. This is largely
determined by (1−α) kd

nb
.

Quantity (1−α) kd
nb

is determined by sensor accuracy, the
map property, and the trajectory. Let us take a close look. nb
is the expected number of neighbors and mostly remains as
a constant since most intersections are 4-way intersections.
If a map contains many different road headings, then

(1−α)
kd

nb
> 1

and P(C1C2 · · ·Cn|B1B2 · · ·Bn) increases as n increases. In
such cases, the localization will be swift. However, if the map
is purely rectilinear, then kd = nb is the worst case scenario



which leads to a decreasing P(C1C2 · · ·Cn|B1B2 · · ·Bn). The
algorithm fails in such cases. Fortunately, most maps are not
completely rectilinear [34].

Since the hypothesis test setup is very conservative in
rejection, we might end up with many candidate solutions in
the process. To address the problem and find the most possi-
ble candidates, we classify the computed probabilities of (15)
into two groups using the Ostu method [35] which selects
the global optimal threshold by maximizing the between-
class variance. If the group with higher probability only has
one candidate then the vehicle is localized. Otherwise, it
means that the group with higher probability contains several
trajectories with higher probabilities which indicate more
observations are needed to localize the vehicle. The number
of solutions is the group size.

D. Map Entropy Analysis

Since quantity (1−α) kd
nb

> 1 is a necessary condition for
localization feasibility and it also determines the localization
efficiency, it is important to know how well it stands in real
world. Note that ultimately, this is related to the value of kd ,
the number of possible headings. To measure the heading
variation, we introduce the Shannon entropy to measure road
heading distributions [34]. We will experimentally investigate
how information entropy in heading impacts localization
performance in Section V.

We divide orientation from 0° to 360° into nj bins, and
represent the orientation range set by {Oj|j= 1,2, · · · ,nj}.
In our set up, nj = 36. Let ρj be the relative frequency that
θi in Oj

ρj = ∑
vi∈Vh,l

I(θi ∈ Oj)/nv, (19)

where I(A) = 1 if A is true and I(A) = 0 if false. The entropy
of road orientation of Vh,l is

H(Vh,l) =−∑
j

ρj logn j
ρj. (20)

Fig. 4 shows the entropy of different maps. As for road
maps with grid-like streets, e.g. Manhattan, NY (Fig. 4 (c)),
the constructed HG has lower entropy than those with street
orientation in all directions, e.g. College Station, TX (Fig. 4
(a)). Based on data from [36], we obtained entropies for 100
cities around the world analyzed in Fig. 4(d). 75 cities have
entropies higher than 0.90 and only 5 cities have entropies
lower than 0.70. This entropy histogram helps us predict how
likely it is that our algorithm will be successful, which will
be shown in Section V.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented our algorithm using MATLAB
under a PC with Windows 7. Here we first investigate how
HG entropy affects PLAM performance using simulation
in V-A. We then evaluate real world maps on simulated
vehicle trajectories and lastly test our proposed method in
physical experiments.
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Fig. 4. HG entropies for (a) College Station, TX, (b) Washington D.C.,
(c) Manhattan, NY, and (d) entropy distribution for 100 cities.
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Fig. 5. (a) Simulated map with low entropy (entropy=0.60). (b) Simulated
map with high entropy (entropy=0.99). (c) Average #solutions with respect
to map entropies and #observations.

A. Simulated Maps with Different Entropies

Here we simulate maps with different entropies and study
the relationship among HG entropy, number of query obser-
vations (i.e. n in (8)), and number of solutions.

Based on the entropy range in Fig. 4(d), we generate 40
maps with entropy ranging from 0.60 to 0.99. We start with
generating a square grid street map with 15×15 road inter-
sections and 420 straight bi-directional roads. The map setup
leads to a heading graph with 840 vertices and 2334 edges.
With the fixed HG structure, we increase the entropy level by
randomly selecting roads and perturbing their orientations.
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show examples of a low entropy map
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Fig. 6. The localization speed for four maps, which are measured by
number of observation needed to find a unique solution.

and a high entropy map, respectively. On each of the 40
simulated maps, we generate 20 query sequence samples
with n= 1, · · · ,20 with orientation standard deviation σθq,k =
5◦. To show the simulation result of #solutions with respect
to map entropies and #observations, we take the average of
results from 20 query sequence samples to obtain results
shown in Fig. 5(c).

As expected, when the HG has a low entropy in ori-
entation, it is likely to have multiple solutions which fail
to uniquely localize the vehicle even given more observa-
tions. Of course, these candidate solutions can be useful if
combined with other localization methods. When the map
entropy is above 0.9, #solutions converges to 1 quickly as n
increases. Fig. 5(c) shows if the map entropy is above 0.9, the
vehicle can be localized with n≤ 10. This covers a majority
of cities according to Fig. 4(d). By analyzing the entropy of
HG, we can evaluate if the proposed algorithm is applicable
for localization task in advance.
B. Physical Experiments

TABLE I
MAP INFO. AND #OBSERVATIONS n FOR LOCALIZATION

Maps Size (km2) Drivable road (km) Entropy # nodes n
KITTI00 4.75 44.2 0.972 583 10,5
KITTI05 3.24 43.7 0.950 548 4,5
CSMap1 3.24 52.7 0.994 483 6,6
CSMap2 5.75 92.43 0.994 1102 4,6

We evaluate real world maps on simulated vehicle trajecto-
ries and test our proposed method using real world data from
physical experiments. The real world maps are obtained from
OSM. We tested maps from two cities:
• CSMap: College Station, Texas, U.S.. We have two test

maps: CSMap1 and CSMap2.
• KITTI: Karlsruhe, Germany. We have two test maps:

KITTI00 and KITTI05.
The first 4 columns of Tab. I describe the map size, the
total length of drivable roads, entropy, and # nodes in the
constructed HG for each map. On each map, similar to
the process in Sec. V-A, we generate 100 query sequence
samples with n = 1, · · · ,20 and orientation noise σθq,k = 5◦

and the averaged results regarding both mean #solutions
and their corresponding standard deviations are visualized in
Fig. 6. The entropy range of the four maps is 0.95 to 0.995.
The results in Fig. 6 show the vehicle can be localized using
no more than 10 observations which is consistent with the
results in simulated maps (Fig. 5(c)).

We then test on query sequence collected from cars. We
have sequences from both CSMap and KITTI. We obtain
heading information from both IMU and compass readings.
The two datasets are:
• CSData: We collect the query data using a Google

PIXEL phone which consist of gyroscope readings at
400Hz and compass readings at 50Hz.

• KITTI: The KITTI dataset [37] consists of images
recorded by an autonomous driving platform with
ground truth of camera trajectory provided by a high-
grade GPS-INS system. We use the gyroscope readings
(100Hz) in INS as relative orientation input. To get
the absolute heading, we only use the GPS readings
to synthesize compass readings to test our algorithm.

We summarize the results in the last column of Tab. I. We
have two sample trajectories For each map and a total of
eight trials. Four typical sample trajectories are shown in
Fig. 7. In all tests, the localization succeeds using no more
than 10 observations.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We reported our PLAM method that did not rely on
the perception and recognition of landmarks to localize
robots/vehicles in urban environments. The proposed method
intended to serve as a fall back solution when everything else
fails due to bad weather or other environmental challenges.
The method only employed a gyroscope and a compass along
with a prior geographical map which was a low cost solution.
PLAM pre-processed geographic maps into a heading graph
which stores all long and straight segments of road as nodes.
The information from the sensors was used to obtain heading
changes during traveling. To localize the robot, the heading
sequence was matched to the heading graph in a Bayesian
framework that tracks both sensor and map uncertainties.
Since the degenerated maps with a rectangular grid-like
pattern may cause localization failure, we introduced infor-
mation entropy to investigate map properties and studied
how the PLAM method perform under maps with different
entropies. Our results found that the PLAM method can serve
as an effective localization method for a majority of cities.

In the future, we will augment the sensors by combining
distance sensing. We will derive probability models to predict
localization successful rate and distribution for a given map.
We will work on alternative metrics to analyze map localiz-
ability. More physical experiments are also planned. We will
report new results as they emerge. We will have dataset and
codes available at http://telerobot.cs.tamu.edu/plam/.
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